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Assembling the standees  

(tips by the publisher Multifaces Editions) 

 
It appears that assembling the standees is not always as easy as we thought. In the long and complex 

process of working with our manufacturer, by trying to choose the best options for the game 

components, we belatedly opted for a thicker punchboard (tokens + standees). Before launching the 

production, the manufacturer tested a few with the plastic transparent base chosen and then sent us 

samples to also test them. It worked fine. Case closed (at that time). 

But now that the game is finished, we found that SOMETIMES some standees are "difficult", most of 

the time some of the Suspects (don't ask why!). So, it may happen that the paper located under the 

clamp of the base sometimes curls up a little. We reassure you that this does not in any way prevent 

you from playing, it is only aesthetic. We sincerely apologize for this inconvenience. 

Here are some tips for standees: 

1) When assembling the standee, insert the standee perpendicular to the base clamp (not at an 

angle) and from above (not from the side), lightly pinching with your fingers the two ends adjacent 

to the part of the standee that will be inserted into the clamp. You have to force it slightly (but don't 

be too brutal with the Suspect!). 

2) Never force the clamp to widen the gap neither with an object nor your fingers. The plastic is rigid 

and may break! (note: there is 1 extra base in the box). 

3) If the bottom part of the standee ever curled up during assembly and it is visually disturbing, pull 

the standee out and smooth the damaged area as best you can to put it back in place. Next, stick a 

small piece of transparent adhesive covering the part that will be inserted into the clamp (the 

bottom, i.e. the edge, and the bottom part of both sides of the standee). Then insert the standee 

back into its base. 

4) Once a standee is correctly placed, do not take it out of its base (to avoid damaging it). Therefore 

we recommend that you choose once for all your Detectives amongst the 10 possible, and, at the 

end of each game, put all your standees back in the box with their base. 


